
The union truly is full of hosts, but there’s only one Karel. He’s made radio history and done historic radio.; he’s been 
on scene at breaking news and been the story himself. Entertainer, journalist, author, comic, he brings all of it to the fastest 
three hours of daily radio, The Karel Show. And people are paying attention.

KFI, KGO, KNX, ABC, CBS, Billboard Magazine, The HuffingtonPost…there’s been a lot of #1s and big names attached 
to the content Karel creates at one point or another. He has done radio at #1 stations for almost two decades, has written 
for some of the biggest publications in the world and performed at some of the largest venues.  Now his show is available 
daily for your market. 

What to expect? If people are talking about it or doing it, chances are, so is Karel, and usually first or in a way no one 
else has yet covered. One might find him live at an Occupy meeting, or driving up the Coast of California; he may be at a 
pub in Ireland on St. Patrick’s Day or driving cross country in the U.S. on the 10 freeway start to finish; he could be on a 
red carpet for this-or-that-award show or on the phone with high ranking political figures. 

The show is available through Genesis Communication Networks (GCN) six days a week: Monday through Friday 
3pm to 6pm PST; and, Sunday 5p to 7pm PST. The show is barter, with us retaining six (6) spot minutes per hour.  It is 
delivered on satellite and can be fully automated with hard breaks.

Weekly features include Tech Tuesday with MacWorld Senior Editor Chris Breen, Retrevo.com editor Andrew Eisner 
and IGN.com editor Casey Lynch, Media Matters Monday and the daily feature The Most, the most searched, viewed, 
commented, emailed and googled stories of the day from 20 to one.  But the real star of the show remains Karel and 
his passionate, often irreverent bottom-line presentation that forces people to reconsider their preconceived notions on 
everything, including the host.
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